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The April 6th General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7:05 PM.  The session was in-person 
at the Frank Brush Barn and included a live stream via Zoom.  

ANNOUNCEMENTS The LIW 2022 Show is on!  It is scheduled for 
September 17 – 18, with set-up fixed for Friday, September 16.  It will 
be held at the Cradle of  Aviation.  The Show Chair is Bill Leonhardt.  
Volunteers to build displays and exhibits, assist with setup and take-
down, and coordination of  the seminars are needed.  Interested mem-
bers, please get in touch with Bill. 

Members attending the Adirondack Woodturners Association sympo-
sium, Totally Turning 2022, reported vendor participation was down.  
There may have been competing local events that had an impact on 
participation.  Congratulations to LIW members Leo Meilak who won 
an honorable mention for a chest of  drawers, and Dennis Palumbo 
with a first-place award in the CNC category for a Lazy Susan 
enhanced by a geometric carving filled with epoxy. 

Mark your calendars – Mike announced that June 1st is the target date 
for the LIW picnic.  June 4th is the scheduled visit to the Walz Wood 
World sawmill in Saint James. 

President Barry Saltsberg of  the Long Island Woodturners Association 
invited all LIW members to join their club visit to the Singh Hardwood 
Company on May 21 between 9 AM and 12 PM.  The site is located at 
50-01 Rockaway Beach Boulevard, Far Rockaway, NY 11691. 

 
OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES 
 

Next General Meeting, 5/4/2022 
Topic:  Mike Josiah will be presenting on resin casting 

Next Board Meeting, 4/18/2022 
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 5/10/2022  

Topic:  Q & A discussion, identifying new presentation 
subjects. 

Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 5/12/2022 
Topic:  Demonstration of  a lathe-mounted buffing sys
tem. 

Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 5/19/2022 
Topic:  Show discussion, 3D pattern cutting, chapter 
challenge.   

Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 5/31/2022 
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Topic:  To be announced 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT No report was provided. 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT  Membership Director Joe Bottigliere indicated there have been14 new members since the 
beginning of  the year.  Renewals are now considerably overdue.  Please remit your payments immediately. 

 
New Members Welcome to Shawn Hopke from Ronkonkoma.  Shawn is coordinating woodworking events between 
the Boy Scouts and the LIW.  Classes will be held at Corey Tighe’s shop and cover general woodworking and carv-
ing.  Welcome Shawn. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Mike Josiah displayed a lovely oak and epoxy vase he had turned. 
Frank Napoli had an automaton he carved.  Frank discussed some of  the techniques he used. 
Jim Tauby showed a router jig he constructed to achieve multiple zero-tolerance profiles.  The design is ingenious. 
A sobering moment occurred when LIW Vice President displayed an actuated Saw Stop blade brake still attached to 
a table saw blade.  Corey still has all ten fingers.  This was a graphic lesson justifying the cost of  Saw Stop equip-
ment. 
Rolf  Beuttenmuller had a handsome vase he had turned.  
 
PRESENTATION  LIW member Seth Ehrlich provided the evening presentation on strip-built kayaks and canoes.  
Seth started by discussing paddle lengths and types – yes, he builds those from scratch.  Seth indicated that paddles 
should be approximately the distance of  the floor to the extended arm of  the paddler.  Another rule of  thumb is 
for the kayak or canoe to be about three times the boater’s height. 
 
Three types of  kayak builds were mentioned.  These included skin-on-frame, stitch and glue, and strip-built designs. 
 
Materials and techniques for kayak construction comprise rotomolding (heaviest), vacuum forms, fiberglass, and car-
bon fiber (lightest).  Seth stated that the ideal craft would weigh about 40 pounds and be 17 feet long. 
 
The basic steps of  strip building were discussed.  Seth showed several jigs he built and uses as construction aids.  His 
strips are solid pieces of  cedar about ¼” thick x 3/4-inch wide x 17 + feet in length.  Instead of  bead and cove strip 
edges, Seth sands the strips to precise and consistent angles with the aid of  his jigs.  A strong back mold (Seth builds 
his own), fiberglass, and epoxy allow for durable waterproof  seams and exact strip placement. 
 
Each completed craft is enhanced with inlays of  various designs. 
 
Seth brought two kayaks and several jigs he used to add to his information-packed presentation.  Thank you for shar-
ing your knowledge and insights, Seth. 
 
 

MAY 2022 MEETINGS There will be a General Meeting at 7 PM on May 4, 2022, at the Frank Brush Barn and avail-
able via Zoom.  Mike Josiah will be presenting on resin casting. 
 
The General Meeting concluded at 9:15 PM.
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Corey Tighe shows SawStop wall 

art for his shop
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 BOB WOODLICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS The SIG met at Urban Hardwoods April 12th as usual.  Some dates to keep in mind are May 
2nd - A remote meeting from the Singh Lumberyard in Far Rockaway will take place from nine to twelve.  
Alternatively, members can meet at the Singh Lumberyard, 50-01 Rockaway Beach Boulevard, Far Rockaway, NY 
11691, same date and time.  Another important date is the LIW Annual Woodworking Show, scheduled for 
September 17th and 18th at the Cradle of  Aviation. 
 
NEW MEMBERS Four new members were introduced.  Nick Maggiore is a hobbyist and is incorporating more hand 
tools in his work.  Jeff  Pecan is a general woodworker and joined the LIW to learn.  Paul Gustafson has an interest 
in furniture making and turning.  Owen Rebholz is a trim carpenter by trade and is making indoor shutters. 
 
PRESENTATION Nate Lanzilotta gave the main presentation regarding his construction of  airplane propellers. The 
materials used were from pallets which are 42 inches by 73 inches.  Nate uses 2 x 6’s and then rips them in half  to 
1 x 6’s.  Nate tried to achieve the shape of  the propeller using patterns from photos. Instead, Nate used and shaped 
one end of  the blade and used it as a template for the other side.  He used a bandsaw on the 1 x 6’s to achieve a 
rough shape.  Nate found that Carter is the better bandsaw blade when compared to Timberwolf.  Once the rough 
outline of  the propeller was made, Nate used a drawknife or spokeshave to finish and smooth the propeller.  Rasps 
and files were also used to clean up any rough edges.  Nate drilled holes in the center of  the propellers and then used 
mollies to hold screws for hanging. 
 
Some construction notes:  Nate mentioned that the back and ends of  the propeller blade are flat.  The blades are 
balanced but should not be used on airplanes.  Nate also said that genuine propellers are laminates.  For one pro-
peller, Nate glued together two 2 x 6’s to match genuine propellers, which are usually four to six inches thick.  Nate 
finished the propellers with urethane, walnut oil, or shellac.  Nate is staining one gray.  Nate stamped his name and 
the year on the back of  the propeller hubs using a stamp set he bought at Harbor Freight.  Nate has given the pro-
pellers to friends and family for decoration. 
 
A side project of  Nate’s is a deer he is building from pallets. He is trying to do this for under $100.  He saved all the 
nails and wood from the pallets themselves. The shed is six ft. x six ft. and will be used for hunting. 
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Nate shows one of the propellers he made. Wooden ceiling 

fan market domination forthcoming. 
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 PATTI LERNERLISA

Steve Kelman opened the April 21st meeting by greeting our new members.  He asked if  we wanted to help support 
Steve Good, like we do every year, by donating $50.00. All agreed. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Jack Curio brought in a good supply of  sapele and poplar wood for the taking.  Thanks, Jack! 

 
Bob Lerner read the treasurer’s report. 

 
We discussed some details of  our upcoming show on September 17 & 18. 

 
Joe Pascucci and Rolf  Beuttenmuller volunteered to bring their scroll saws for demonstration purposes and presen-
tations (to be determined).  

 
It was suggested by Patti Lerner to have once again a 3’ Christmas tree decorated with scrolled ornaments to raffle 
off  at the show. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Our monthly challenge was to make a trivet.  
 
Steve K. made an intricate oval trivet from pine and learned how difficult it is to cut with a blade not set at 90 degrees.  
 
Patti L. made a fern design trivet finished in Formby’s tung oil/lacquer.  She also showed the assembled large ver-
sion of  the double bowl from last month’s challenge.  
 
Joe P. showed his 3D compound-cut lighthouses that were made to show in Woodworker Magazine. One lighthouse 
was constructed from Teddy Roosevelt wood.   He also made a double bowl.  
 
Rolf  B. also made the 3D lighthouses from sapele and finished them with lacquer.  He made a geometric design triv-
et from white Corian, which cuts very cleanly and requires no sanding.  Rolf  also made an animal puzzle panel which 
he swears he will never make again!  He also brought in a work-in-progress of  a wolf  fretwork piece that he’s cut-
ting with a spiral blade. 
 
Jack C. made two trivets, one a leaf  pattern and the other a spiral design.  
 
Tom Ryan made a delicate square piece using the Japanese wood grid Kumiko method.  He described how it was 
made (the man has patience!)  
 
       This is a description of  the process from an article online:  

“Kumiko is a traditional Japanese technique, made of  many wooden bars crossed and laid to form various designs and expressions. 
No nails or metal pieces are used, and the wooden parts are put together by adjusting grooves and angles.” 

 
Steve Gazes brought in the center section of  his carousel project.  It was made from identical sections requiring pre-
cision angled cuts and assembly.  Well done! 
 
PRESENTATION “How to Make a Picture Frame” was presented by Ben Nawrath (president of  the cabinetmakers 
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SIG and Rob DeMarco.  Additional examples of  framing and suggestions of  tools and jigs were made by Tom R. 
and Rolf  B. 
 
Mitered frames with a dado on the back for insetting the picture were discussed.  Even a beginner like me could 
understand most of  it.  I’m not familiar with the tools of  the trade nor the jigs and saws used.  I refer you to the 
video of  the presentation. 
  
The Merle band clamp (from Rockler), a strap clamp with corners, and a spline jig for the table saw were some of  
the suggested tools.  
 
Adding splines or dowels to the corners increases strength and avoids potential warping issues.  
 
YouTube videos were suggested to see the process (ex.- Dave Picciuto- Easy and Beautiful Picture Frames Any 
Woodworker Can Make). 
 
Many thanks to Ben and Rob for this fantastic presentation!  
 
    

Joe Pascucci showing his 3D compound cut light-

houses made to be shown in 

 Scrollsaw Woodworking & Crafts magazine.
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Jack Curio with his leaf design trivet

Some of our Show-and-Tell projects- Joe 

Pascucci’s double basket, Patti Lerner’s 

large version of the double basket, Rolf 

Beuttenmuller’s white geometric Corian triv-

et, Patti Lerner’s fern design trivet, Joe 

Pascucci’s 3D lighthouses and Steve 

Kelman’s complex round trivet.
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Rolf Beuttenmuller showing the colorful 

child’s puzzle he made.
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Tom Ryan with his Japanese wood grid Kumiko project.
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Steve Gazes with the eight-section center 

piece from his huge carousel project.
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Rob DeMarco showing a cool picture 

frame he made.
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Ben Newrath explaining his picture frame miter fixture. 
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 BOB LERNERTURNER’S GUILD

The April 14th meeting was called to order by SIG President Jim Moloney at 7:20 PM. 
 
NEW MEMBERS Owen from E. Islip.  He is a long-time trim carpenter and is currently building a set of  plantation 
shutters at home.  He does not own a lathe yet. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENT Several members discussed Totally Turning.  Joe Pascucci said it was up to par.  It was as large 
as pre-COVID.  He enjoyed presentations by DeGroot, Jamison, and Batty. 

 
Barry Saltsberg said the presentations by Rudy Lopez and Carl Ford on spatter painting were very good. He is 
going to try spatter painting in the future. 
 
Ed Piotrowski liked the basket weave illusion presentation. 
 
Ed Moloney commented that there were very few projects on display.  It was noted that the vendor area was very 
small this year. 
 
Show and Tell Mike Josiah showed a vase from FOG wood and epoxy.  He filled holes with cutoffs.  It was fin-
ished with polish and Renaissance wax.  It is a striking piece. 
 
Joe Pascucci showed several pendants he turned on a new fixture.  They were finished with Liberon finishing oil, 
wipe-on poly, and then the Beall polishing system to bring out a beautiful shine.  One was made from “Teddy” 
wood and another from plywood. 
 
Joe also showed a board about 2 feet long that he applied a strip of  Velcro to. Several rare-earth disk magnets 
were applied to the back of  the board to attach it to his lathe.  He used it to hold all the grits of  Abranet.  He 
labeled each grit to keep them in order.  He made this so he could go through all the grits in order and not skip 
any. 
 
Rob Crespolini showed a variety of  very nice lidded boxes.  Some had colored epoxy fill, and one had an epoxy 
knob on the lids.  One was made from an oak crotch with walnut shavings and epoxy.  The lid was made from 
Sapele. 
 
Steve Maiele showed a walnut vase that he finished with Linseed oil and fine steel wool. He also made a cute 
mouse sitting on a piece of  cheese.  Steve discussed the Raptor tool that he is using to set up the grinder for 
sharpening lathe chisels. 
 
Patti Lerner showed a rough-turned bowl made from a walnut log that Mike Josiah gave her. Barry Saltsberg was 
her mentor.  This was her first attempt at turning.  I think she is hooked. 
There was a short discussion about the AAW Zoom workshop from Dale Larson on Cutting the Best Bowl from 
a Tree Log. 
 
RAFFLE Joe? – Liberon Finishing Oil 
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UPCOMING DEMONSTRATIONS  June - Joe Pascucci: making pendants 
TBD - Steve Fulgoni:  sharpening lathe chisels 
 
DEMONSTRATION Jim Moloney showed a YouTube video on turning an Economy Bowl.  The video was from 
papa1947 and was very informative.  The bowl was composed of  three rings and a bottom, all cut from a board 
about ½” thick.  A tenon was glued to the bottom of  the board, and it was mounted in a chuck in the lathe. 
Papa1947 used a jig that he designed to get the correct angles for the parting tool to cut the rings at 45, 55, and 60 
degrees. The rings are then glued together to form a bowl.  The bowl is then placed back on the lathe and cleaned 
up.  He sanded to 400 and applied spray-on Rust-oleum lacquer.  There is an additional video that shows how to 
make the jig.  
 

The meeting ended after the video concluded.
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN
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Solution to April

Happy Mother’s Day 
Michael R. Mittleman 
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Clues 

Across 
1. One making aggressive 
amorous advances 

7. Secrets 

8. Steam burns 
9. Didn't play 

10. Belong 

11. Tributary 

 

Down 

1. Geological formation 

2. Esoteric 

3. Excoriate 

4. Glorified 
5. Stick out 

6. Parallel scanning lines 

 


